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News from the Joker: 

More and more Jokers for the perfect hand  
 
Wuppertal. The Joker spanner family is already entering its jaw-dropping 

11th year. Who would have thought in 2012 that wrenches could be rein-

vented? It all started in 2012 with the Joker 6000, whose metal plate in the 

mouth solved several screwdriving problems at once. The Joker range now 

includes over 100 items, and Wera’s product developers keep coming up 

with something new. 

 

And the new ideas stop at nothing: Not only are the tools themselves con-

stantly evolving, but the accessories also get what’s coming to them. 

 

Now new in spring 2023 is a clip which makes it super easy to store the sets 

in the tool bag. Usually, wrenches sets are quite bulky. 

 

That’s about to change. The clip is made of wear-free material, perfect for 

everyone who often uses different wrench sizes. Removing the correct span-

ner is effortless, yet doesn’t affect its secure hold in the clip. 

 

Also new: A double open-ended wrench that incorporates the advantages of 

the Joker 6003: The combination of the 7.5° pivoted mouths and the double 

hexagon geometry doubles the placement points. A repeated 180° turn of 

the wrench around the longitudinal axis during screwdriving provides four 

placement possibilities, and bolts or screw heads can be engaged every 15°. 

This is half of the common return angles on the market.  
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Under the designation 6005, Joker double open-ended wrenches are now 

entering the field, each with two mouths based on the 6003, and they are 

ready for powerful screwdriving deeds. 
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Compact clip - fits in every tool bag. 
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New Joker 6005 double open-ended wrenches by Wera. 
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Wera Werkzeuge GmbH 
Detlef Seyfarth 
Korzerter Straße 21-25 
42349 Wuppertal/Germany 
Phone:  +49 202 40450 
Fax:   +49 202 403634 
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